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About the Contest
The Merry Ann DeVaney Sauls Academic Writing Contest was developed to enhance the
prestige of academic writing in the disciplines at Cottey College. All students are invited to
submit writing to the contest. Internal judges from Cottey College perform initial
assessments of the pieces. Then, finalist external judges, typically professors or
professionals in the relevant disciplines at other colleges and universities, rank the best
pieces in each category.
The winners are honored at a public ceremony; for the 2020-2021 academic year, a
synchronous webinar was held. The full texts of the winning pieces are shared online via
this publication.
The contest is financed through a generous endowed fund established by Merry Ann
DeVaney Sauls, a 1959 Cottey graduate. Ms. Sauls sees writing as fundamentally important
to success in any endeavor, and sponsors the writing contest as a way of furthering that
vision.
For more information about the contest and its past winners, as well as the recording of the
2021 awards ceremony, visit the contest website.
The co-sponsors of the contest, Dr. Jonathan Green and Dr. Sarah Polo, wish to thank the
internal and external judges for their service and commitment to student writing.
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Composition
2nd Place:
Eden Weatherall, “This I Believe Essay”
Podcast Episode
Visit https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nVh-54nG5Id4YLm8-VPu-s8j30gme8q/view?usp=sharing
Episode Transcript
I believe that contributing to a community is the most important dimension of personal and
social responsibility. Working for and being part of something bigger than yourself is not
only what allows people to change the world but it is an important aspect of what makes
life worth living. Several years ago, I was granted a peek into a very extraordinary man’s
life, and it gave me a newfound value for generosity and selflessness. At the time, I was a
sophomore in high school working in a frozen yogurt shop. It was a minimum wage job in a
run-down strip mall, and the customers were fairly run of the mill. All but one man. He was
an older gentleman who came in frequently with his grandson, and there wouldn’t have
been much of note about him other than what he left behind each time. Every time he came
in, he would leave 50 to 100 dollars in the tip jar. Mind you, this establishment was a holein-the-wall self-serve yogurt shop. The most I had to do as an employee was weigh cups
and hand back change, occasionally mop up a pool of spilled chocolate or cake batter that
some kid had dropped on the floor. The work was in no way worth a significant tip, much
less one equaling half my entire paycheck. Not only would this gentleman stuff 20 dollar
bills into the tip jar as though they were spare pennies, but he made it a habit to pay for the
people in front of and behind in line, even if it was an entire party. One day, I made it my
goal to talk to him. As I was mopping, I sidled up to his table and introduced myself,
thanking him for constantly being so generous. He was incredibly good-natured and
welcoming to me, saying that he simply enjoyed seeing kids like me working hard. After
introducing himself as Michael, he invited me to sit down for a conversation that would end
up blowing my mind. Michael was obviously very wealthy, but he told me he had made a
monthly quota for himself. Every month, he made it his goal to give out a certain amount of
money to the people he met while he went about his life. I listened to his stories of a
woman whose tank he’d filled at a gas station when she couldn’t afford to get to work, and a
woman who he’d tipped 200 dollars to at a restaurant so that her young daughter could
continue dance lessons. I learned that he’d adopted his grandson when his daughter went
through hard times and that he had spent years caring for his chronically sick wife. He
explained to me that his father had worked hard every day of his life at several minimum
wage jobs in order to be able to afford to feed his family and that his legacy had driven
Michael to understand the power of making sacrifices on behalf of other people. With tears
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in his eyes, he repeated his favorite saying to me: “To the world, you may be one person.
But to one person, you may be the world.” By the end of the conversation, both of us were
crying. Even though he had been a stranger when he first walked in, we parted with a hug,
and he encouraged me to remember that life is good. I walked away from that day with a
new outlook on what it meant to be kind and to care about others. Later, I ended up
working in retirement communities. I carried those values with me. I worked hard to
recognize my coworkers and thank them for their hard work. As for the elderly residents, I
made it my mission to prove that I cared about them as individuals and would do what was
in my power to serve them. Going out of my way to write notes, brew fresh coffee, or even
just make time for conversation made all the difference between a good day and a bad one
in the lives of those elderly men and women. One of the retirement homes I worked for
went the extra mile for both their residents and staff, making sure that every person was
heard and cared for on an individual basis. The administrative staff even went so far as to
make note of every single worker and resident’s birthday so that they could provide them
with personalized posters and gift bags. Working in that environment taught me even more
about how wonderful it can be to serve the community instead of yourself. Tipping 100
dollars or helping the elderly are great ways to serve a community, but incorporating love
and care for others into daily life is something that everybody can practice. Simply going
out of your way to thank people or showing interest in the lives of friends and family
members can completely transform another person’s day. Not only have these values
helped me try to improve the lives of others, they have made my life more fulfilling and
enjoyable as well. Serving others makes me feel as though I’m making the world a better
place one small step at a time. Having a sense of responsibility to the community makes
people change for the better. Like Michael said, life is good. And life becomes even better
when we spend our time being generous and kind towards one another.
Reflection
Prior to this assignment, I had heard of “This I Believe” a few times in my life. I’ve
always thought that narrative was the most effective way to get a point across. Listening to
episodes of “This I Believe” to prepare for my essay affirmed that belief. I learned that
everyone has a story that they can utilize to illustrate their values, and I learned narrative
writing does not have to be long or drawn-out, or even overly detailed, in order to be
impactful. This helped me in constructing my own “This I Believe” episode because I have
always struggled with brevity in my writing, and I was challenged by confining my story
into a few pages. By listening to several examples, I learned to structure my essay with a
simply states thesis, a short and personal example, and limited analysis, followed by a
strong, forward-looking conclusion. I also spent an inordinate amount of time trying to find
the right music to suite the mood of my podcast, because in other podcasts I have listened
to, strategically placed music and sound effects can entirely alter the listeners’ feelings and
their connection to the story.
For my essay I chose to focus on contributing to a community. I chose this because
selflessness has always been the trait I admired most in other people, and a trait that I
aspire to someday have myself. In my experience, being a part of something bigger than me
has always given me a sense of purpose, and so I knew it would be easy to write about
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these experiences in an impassioned and meaningful way. Since it was a narrative essay,
my most prominent appeal was pathos. Using the story about Michael was meant to bring
forth emotion in my listener when they learned about the unexpected connection I was
able to make with a stranger. When I mentioned my experience working at retirement
homes, that was an ethos appeal because it proved to the audience that I had taken
Michael’s advice and utilized it in my own life. Logos wasn’t my focus in this essay, but the
part where I mentioned the small things that any person could incorporate into their
interactions with others could be considered a logos appeal. In this section I tried to follow
a logical thread to prove that small actions have bigger effects. I think that I had a
compelling story to tell, and that the strength in my podcast stems from that. My
interaction with Michael was so interesting that I’ve never forgotten it, and it was fun to
finally put it down on paper and share it. I struggled a little with tying my essay altogether,
but I truly believed what I was saying, which is half the battle in my experience. Another
challenge for me was organization, and it took a few drafts to make it the way I wanted it to
be. I think my essay could improve from being more stream-lined. Michael’s story was a lot
more impactful for me than I could ever put into words, so I was very difficult to find a way
to make it was sharp and compelling for others as it was for me when I experienced it.
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Composition
1st Place:
Morgen Burnett, “Prescription Misuse in Young
Adults: A Variety of Perspectives”
This assignment for WRI 102: College Writing asked students to write a five-page
primary research literature review explaining various perspectives on a current issue.
Morgen conducted primary research interviews with a variety of subjects, including Cottey
students, to better understand the issue of prescription misuse among young people.
Because Morgen’s interviews with these human subjects were carried out to
practice conducting interviews as part of a course introducing students to primary
research methods, her work did not undergo institutional review board approval. As such,
her work is unable to be more widely distributed and cannot be included in Write On,
Sister.
However, the external judge had this to say about Morgen’s project: “The author did
a good job using interviews to research a problem that affected the local community and
used organization and transitions expertly to use those interviews to create a research
synthesis on the topic that developed multiple viewpoints and perspectives about drug
abuse among adolescents.”
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Academic Writing
2nd Place:
Cheyenne Main, “Slavery and Judgement”
In the book, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, Linda Brent tells her story as a female
slave in America. In chapter 5, Linda describes her life under her master as an object of his
lust, and later, in chapter 6, she points out that both white and black women are the victims
of slave-owning men, which leads white women to take out their problems on their black
female slaves who have been pursued by their husbands. The first paragraph of Chapter 6
is especially interesting, because of its word choice and alliteration that work to portray
slavery as it really is and enforce Brent’s assertion that slavery for women is a worse fate
than prison or working in a cotton field, which adds another story to a larger conversation
of American racism in the past and its prevailing existence today.
Brent’s crime-related word choice not only creates trust between the speaker and
the educated white readers, but it also creates a parallel between the life of a slave and the
life of a prisoner, in which the life of a slave is a far worse fate. Martha J. Cutter explains in
her essay, “Dismantling ‘The Master's House’: Critical Literacy in Harriet Jacobs' ‘Incidents
in the Life of a Slave Girl.’”, that historically, literacy has been used by the American white
majority “to maintain slavery, for a system of laws and legal discourse… was used to keep
slaves ‘in their place’” (Cutter 211). After using the comparison between paupers and
slaves, the speaker states that she would rather live on a cotton plantation than live “with
an unprincipled master and a jealous mistress” (Jacobs). The terms “unprincipled” and
“jealous” seem like underwhelming descriptors to give these individuals today when
considering the horrible treatment of Linda by the master and his mistress throughout the
novel. However, the use of “unprincipled” to a primarily white audience of the time serves
to keep readers attentive by not vilifying white men and women who have owned slaves
and might have treated theirs in the same way. The word is also defined as “lacking moral
principles'' (“Unprincipled.”), which calls out the masters and their injustices in more
judicial language that appeals to educated white readers. At the end of the passage, when
the speaker compares the life of a prisoner as preferable to the life of a slave, she says that
“pride of character” is “deemed a crime in her wish to be virtuous”. Words such as “pride,”
“character,” “deemed,” “crime,” and “virtuous” are words having to do with morals, and
resemble those which would be heard in a court of law (Jacobs). A judge would typically
“deem” a suspect guilty of a “crime”, and the defense of the guilty could be on the basis of
their “character”, which includes “pride” and “virtue”. This appeals to the white educated
audience by making the speaker’s story of slavery seem like a kind of testimony for her
innocence and allows Linda to continue to tell her truth about her detrimental life as a
slave without being dismissed for what she had to do in order to survive.
Brent’s use of alliteration in the passage creates a direful portrait of life as a slave,
placing the lives of those who are poor or imprisoned on a higher pedestal than those who
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are forced to work for white masters. Brent begins with the assertion that she “would ten
thousand times rather that my children should be the half-starved paupers of Ireland than
to be the most pampered among the slaves of America” (Jacobs). The repetition of the “p”
sound, which continues throughout the passage, in “paupers” and “pampered” places the
two words on the same level as each other, although they have opposing meanings; a
“pauper” is defined as “a person destitute of means except such as are derived from
charity”, while “pampered” is defined as “treated with extreme or excessive care and
attention” (“Pauper.”) (“Pampered.”). While one who is “destitute of means” struggles to get
along on their own, one who is treated with “extreme or excessive care and attention”
receives the other extreme of this spectrum. This comparison enforces the idea that
although paupers of Ireland suffer, they suffer less than the best-off slaves, making the life
of a slave appear even worse. To further this idea, Brent compares the life of a slave and the
life of a prisoner, stating that “the felon’s home in a penitentiary is preferable. He may
repent, and turn from the error of his ways, and so find peace” (Jacobs). The alliteration of
“penitentiary” and “preferable,” and later “peace,” connects the idea that a prisoner’s life is
better because he can always learn and walk away from his experiences, while a female
slave never has the privilege of living without the weight of what has happened, and what
she has had to do to survive. The physical proximity of the words “penitentiary” and
“preferable” ties these terms directly together, making imprisonment a better alternative.
The addition of “peace” at the end of the sentence results in the progression of a prisoner’s
reconciliation. He has the chance to express regret about what he’s done, and eventually, he
will be free from the disturbance of his previous life, whereas a slave, particularly a female
one, will never be able to. By including such alliteration which places a comparison
between the life of a female slave and its alternatives, Jacobs makes the argument that
slaves are treated worse than even the most restricted in society while separating the slave
experience on the basis of gender to depict the awful realities of black female slaves.
Brent’s inclusion of gender in the passage serves to identify with white female
readers while also pointing out the injustices of slaves that are uniquely female. This
passage reflects primarily on the potential fates of Brent’s children, and her assertion that
she would rather they be the Irish poor than slaves, and then goes on to express her own
life. As a woman, her first focus is on her children, and then on herself, which already puts
her at a larger disadvantage than male slaves. She cannot think of herself first, but the lives
of those around her, especially her kids. This universal mother’s experience relates to white
female readers and creates an understanding that although both groups face different
challenges, both white and black mothers put their children first. Later, when discussing
the problems that a theoretical felon faces, Brent uses the pronoun “he”, but when she
transitions to relate those issues to those of a slave, she uses the pronoun “she” to refer to a
“favorite slave” (Jacobs). This brings female issues to the front of the argument, relating the
equality issues of white women to black women in order to expand the understanding of
black women’s struggles to the white woman reader. In reference to the “favorite slave”,
Brent explains that “she is not allowed to have any pride of character. It is deemed a crime
in her to wish to be virtuous” (Jacobs). While a male prisoner can redeem himself, and
prove himself to be better than he was, and forgive himself and be forgiven, a black female
slave cannot be anything but ashamed of her choices, and her actions will forever be
deemed immoral, especially those which have to do with sexuality. In the book, Brent
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discusses how female slaves are often raped and harassed by white men, which is an issue
shared, although in a different context, by white women. As Franny Nudelman explains in
her essay, “Harriet Jacobs and the Sentimental Politics of Female Suffering.”, his expression
of shared suffering represents what can be seen as an “exchange between a victim and an
observer in which both are significantly humanized” (Nudelman 945). By changing the
pronoun to “she” in this segment of the passage, Brent relates the issue of sexual purity to
women of both races, creating more understanding between the reader and the speaker.
Jacobs’ use of alliteration and word choice discusses the plight of a black female
slave which adds another story to a larger conversation of American racism in the past and
its prevailing existence today. In order to combat ignorance, and work towards a greater
understanding of each other, the world around us, and the issues that others have and
continue to face, it’s imperative to read many different points of view and look for the
voices of women. As Audre Lorde says, “where the words of women are crying to be heard,
we must each of us recognize our responsibility to seek those words out, to read them and
share them and examine them in their pertinence to our lives” (Lorde 43). By reading and
discussing Jacobs’ account of her life, an awareness of the lives and struggles of the people
before us and the people around us grows stronger, fostering a social responsibility to
understand and surface a variety of experiences to the front of the conversation.
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Academic Writing
1st Place:
Morgan Schmidt, “The Implications of Coal
Production in Perry County, Kentucky”
Introduction
The continuation of and reliance on coal production in Eastern Kentucky is a
mounting threat to the region. In this paper, coal production refers to the processes that
coal goes through - starting at the mining level and leading to the burning of coal for
energy. For decades, coal production has been declining; output numbers being lower than
ever and coal companies are laying off workers and relocating to the western half of the
United States despite the continued reliance on coal for energy (Deyette & Freese, 2010;
Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet Department for Energy Development and
Independence, 2017; Roberts, 2019). This shift holds significance as several counties in
Eastern Kentucky are classified as coal reliant counties - either more than 13% of average
annual labor and proprietors' earnings or more than 8% of total employment is derived
from mining (USDA, 2015). Historically, immigrants from Europe were drawn to settle in
central Appalachia due to the promise of a paying job and a roof over their heads in
exchange for working in the coal mines (Jillson, 1922). Towns and cities have been built
around the local coal company - these towns classified as either coal companies, coal
camps, or coal towns. Now, this centralizing force is leaving (in some cases already gone),
causing coal towns to be left with a polluted ecosystem, sickly residents, and an economic
structure that has lost its main source of revenue (Jillson, 1922). The withdrawal effects of
the coal industry isn’t new, but it is becoming more permanent. Due to the rise of
technology over the past half century, coal companies have been steadily laying off their
workforce in the pursuit of cost and time efficiency that technology brings, but over the
past decade, more and more coal companies have declared bankruptcy and laid off all
workers.
How Eastern Kentucky counties have been responding to the absence of the coal
industry is problematic. Most counties have struggled to replenish the workforce that has
historically been reliant on the coal industry. Those laid off continue to be unemployed, or
have managed a minimum wage job in retail (Greenblatt, 2016). In response, counties have
been promoting tourism (i.e. fishing, boating, museums), going after manufacturing, and
seeking to expand healthcare (Greenblatt, 2016). These strategies are commonly followed
in rural Appalachia, making the competition between counties challenging and intense
(Greenblatt, 2016; Mountain Association for Community Economic Development [MACED],
2009). Other counties have tried a more successful approach - seeking natural gas as an
alternative source of energy (Green, 2019). Natural gas has always been the largest threat
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to the throne that coal has sat on for decades (Green, 2019) and certain counties see this as
a saving grace as the coal industry leaves, but natural gas is not a permanent solution.
While the economy may benefit from the revenue generated by natural gas, environmental
degradation and public welfare will continue to decline.
Only one Eastern Kentucky county took the initiative to shift towards solar energy,
but the shift to renewable energy stemmed from the public’s need to lower rising utility
costs (Fink, 2020). Community centers, such as the fire station, worked with local
organizations to ensure this solar project was feasible and had a permanent location where
energy could be generated. The solar project was nearly successful in overcoming legal
barriers when the nearby natural gas company gave free gas incentives to the community
centers that were supporting the project in order to stop all production. The community
centers agreed with the trade and stopped supporting (including financing) for the project
- causing it to be incomplete. As of December 2020, no other Eastern Kentucky county has
acted upon sustainable energy as a source of economic revitalization.
To ensure Eastern Kentucky doesn’t continue to dwell in the shadow of the coal
industry, there needs to be a solution that will promote environmental health, be nontoxic
to the residents, and create a positive and long lasting economic boom for the region. This
proposal will explore how the environment, public health, and local economy are
negatively impacted by coal production in Eastern Kentucky. This proposal will also look at
longtime Perry County, Kentucky residents and provide a platform to collect their thoughts
about coal production in the region and where they see the future is headed for them and
the next generation. The objective is to analyze local opinion about the future of coal
country and see what solution can be brought forth that would move away from the
dependency of coal and benefit Eastern Kentucky as a whole.
Literature Review
Climate change is the largest threat facing humankind in the modern era (Introcaso,
2018). While climate change - to an extent - is a natural occurrence in the geologic
timescale, humanity is experiencing a type of climate change fueled by anthropogenic
visions of the future (Alley et al., 2007). It is predicted that by 2030, the damaging effects
rout by climate change will be unstoppable. According to scientists, humanity has a decade
before the effects of climate change will be irreversible (Negin, 2020). Climate change is
caused due to various reasons, but the leading cause is an increase in the production of
greenhouse gases. These include gases such as carbon monoxide, methane,
chlorofluorocarbons, nitrous oxides, and the most abundant and notorious gas, carbon
dioxide (Alley et al., 2007).
The concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has increased by 47% since
the Industrial Revolution (NASA, n.d.). The increased concentration of carbon dioxide
comes from numerous activities such as deforestation and land use changes, but the most
threatening is the burning of fossil fuels. By fossil fuels, I refer to oil and coal; carbon
dioxide is a major byproduct of such burning and it is estimated that 40% of the world’s
electricity is produced through the burning of coal. (Burt et al., 2013) The burning of coal is
the number one contributor to climate change and to best halt the continuation of climate
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change is to move away from coal. This is easier said than done - especially in areas where
coal is closely integrated within the culture and lifestyle. This literature review will look at
Eastern Kentucky counties where “coal is king” and explain how the mining and burning of
coal negatively impacts the environment, human health, and the local economies and show
why coal is no longer a viable option for the future of Eastern Kentucky.
Coal Production
Coal production, as mentioned above, starts with mining and continues towards
refining and finally the burning of coal. Coal extraction is done through two techniques:
underground and surface mining. While both of these methods are used in Eastern
Kentucky, surface mining is more common despite yielding lower amounts of coal - 60% of
Kentucky’s coal mines are surface mines, but 75% of coal extraction happens in
underground mines; meaning that 60% of mining in Eastern Kentucky yields only 25% of
usable coal. (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2020) Surface mining can be further
divided into strip and open pit mining, but the most commonly used technique is
mountaintop removal mining (MTR) - a controversial technique that defaces and flattens
sections of mountain ranges to extract coal; this literature review will focus solely on MTR
and its effect on the environment. (National Geographic, 2020) Coal refining is where coal
is removed of impurities (including other inorganic and/or non-combustible materials and
chemicals) and is sized down to best reduce certain emissions, transportation costs, and
increase the coal heat value. (RPM Solutions, 2020) Lastly, the burning of coal is used for
different purposes. Most often, coal is used as fuel to heat water where the steam will
generate electricity, but coal burning is also used in the production of tar, fertilizers,
plastics, and steel - despite coal weakening the structure of steel due to the sulfurous fumes
(National Geographic, 2020).
Environmental Impacts
Environmentally, coal production creates large scale deforestation, contaminates
water sources, and causes enormous amounts of air pollution (Freese et al., 2008 & Randall
et al., 1978). Specifically with MTR, the site needs to be cleared of trees and other
vegetation in order for drilling, blasting, and extraction to ensue. Excess material, such as
chemically contaminated soil and rock (due to blasting) and vegetation, are dumped into
adjacent valleys - called valley fills (Freese et al., 2008). By 2012 - nearly a decade ago - it
was estimated that the total amount of forest loss from MTR would be roughly 2,200
square miles (Perks, 2010). With this estimation, there is a lack of statistics within the
research denoting more recent forest loss. When mining is complete, the site is covered in
mineral lacking soil, causing only grasses to grow (Freese et al., 2008). This is a concern as
Eastern Kentucky is a temperate deciduous forest biome (National Park Service, 2017).
The use of valley fills is less of a financial burden to the coal industry, but these
valleys often have streams and headwaters where chemicals from the soil and rock
inevitably leak into larger bodies of water (Deyette & Freese, 2010). According to the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), they estimate that nearly 2,000 miles of
important Appalachian headwater streams have been contaminated and/or buried due to
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these valley fills (Appalachian Voices, 2020). These contaminated waters have been known
to kill aquatic species, disrupt species life cycles where a population can decrease or even
disappear (Appalachian Voices, 2020), and will leak into drinking water pipelines (due to
failing infrastructure) and private wells - where humans may ingest chemical runoff
unknowingly.
Another form of water contamination comes from what the coal industry calls coal
slurries, or slurry ponds. Coal slurries are large open-air impoundments filled with
chemicals and coal dust and ash that resemble black colored ponds. Some impoundments
are dammed off valley fills using waste rock to contain the liquid. These specific types of
dams are 10 times more likely to fail than regular dams and have higher chances of
contaminating water sources with chemicals such as arsenic, barium, cadmium, lead,
selenium, and thallium (Freese et al., 2008 & Burt et al., 2013). In certain cases, 50% of
what is mined is considered waste through the refining of coal and this waste is thrown
into coal slurries (National Research Council [NRC], 2002).
Air pollution, especially carbon dioxide, is one of the leading causes of climate
change and the burning of coal is responsible for nearly a third of energy related carbon
dioxide emissions in the United States (Deyette & Freese, 2010). While carbon dioxide is
the most known emission of coal burning, there are other hazardous pollutants such as
arsenic, nitrogen oxides, mercury, sulfur dioxide, acid gases, hydrocarbons, varying levels
of radioactive uranium and thorium, and particulate matter that find their way into the
atmosphere (Burt et al., 2013). These pollutants are able to seep into water sources,
damage forest ecosystems, and cause acid rain (Deyette & Freese, 2010).
Ecosystem services - defined as benefits that humans receive provided by the
natural environment - helps humans stay healthy while also providing a buffer system
against damaging effects. Examples can include food, water, and the regulation of flooding
or diseases. The coal industry is a direct threat against the wellbeing of all species in
Eastern Kentucky. With the use of MTR, coal industries are removing large carbon sinks natural environments where carbon dioxide is absorbed from the atmosphere - that would
usually lower air pollution caused by the industry. Water pollution in Eastern Kentucky is
worse than other parts of the country - causing species to die and humans to get ill
(Appalachian Voices, 2020). Not to mention, the coal industry environmentally contributes
to climate change - the world’s largest threat to humanity (Introcaso, 2018).
Health Impacts
Water and air pollution are clearly damaging environmental outcomes of coal
mining. With contaminated water and air, there are also extreme negative health
implications that impact the local residents living in Eastern Kentucky. As stated before,
arsenic, nitrogen oxides, mercury, sulfur dioxide, acid gases, hydrocarbons, radioactive
material, and particulate matter are all byproducts of coal production which cause a variety
of illnesses and diseases that have respiratory, cardiovascular, reproductive, and
neurological effects - all impacting a person’s life expectancy (Freese et al., 2008 & Burt et
al., 2013). Rates of these illnesses are higher in locations surrounding coal facilities,
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unproportionately impacting locals living with a lower income (University of Kentucky
[UK], 2019).
The respiratory and cardiovascular system is a delicate system that is impacted the
most through air pollution (EPA, 2017). Particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen
oxides are major contributors to respiratory illnesses - causing injury to airways and lungs
through cell damage caused by oxidizing molecules from pollutants, leading to
inflammation, cytotoxicity, and cell death (Burt et al. 2013). For example, particulate
matter is known to contribute to the development of asthma and reduces lung function in
children while also contributing to cardiovascular disease and death (Burt et al., 2013).
Exposure to sulfur dioxide increases the severity of and will cause respiratory symptoms
(Burt et al., 2013). As coal mined from Eastern Kentucky is high in sulfur (Deyette & Freese,
2010), these communities have more exposure to sulfuric fumes. Studies show that there is
a significant relation between sulfur dioxide concentration and hospitalizations regarding
respiratory conditions and asthma - especially amongst children and elders (Burt et al.,
2013). Nitrogen oxides come from coal-fired power plants which react with atmospheric
chemicals that form pollution byproducts such as ozone, or smog, nitrous oxide, and
nitrogen dioxide (Burt et al., 2013). If exposed, asthmatic children can experience an
increase in wheezing and coughing and people are more susceptible to viral and bacterial
infections and can cause airway inflammation (Burt et al., 2013).
With these air pollutants, newly born infants are shown to have a low birth weight,
higher chances of mortality, and a greater percentage of mental and physical disabilities
(Burt et al., 2013). Mercury is another byproduct that is released into the air that will seep
into water sources - creating higher concentrations of mercury within fish (Burt et al.,
2013). Women are most strongly impacted by mercury concentrations as mercury will
negatively affect their reproductive system (Burt et al., 2013).
Regardless of how air pollution affects community health, it’s been shown that coal
burning burdens regional healthcare systems due to the influx of illnesses and diseases
(Burt et al., 2013). Infrastructure (i.e. roads, hospitals, pipelines) in Eastern Kentucky is
important to take into consideration because the quality and upkeep of such infrastructure
continue to degrade due to the lack of financial support - directly impacting the wellness of
the area. Hospitals in Eastern Kentucky, especially more remote locations, do not have the
needed equipment to treat more demanding illnesses nor support the influx of patients.
Most hospitals need to relocate patients to larger cities, such as Lexington, Louisville, or
Cincinnati, to be treated. As of 2015, 8% of all adults in Eastern Kentucky were uninsured
and, according to the 2016 Kentucky Health Issues Poll, 27% of Eastern Kentuckians
weren’t able to receive medical care due to financial burdens (Foundation for a Healthy
Kentucky, 2016). These numbers do not take into account the damaging impact of COVID19 on health insurance nor the healthcare system.
Economic Impacts
With the lowering of health quality, there is a corresponding increase of economic
issues. Healthcare systems in Eastern Kentucky are more impacted than other healthcare
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systems in Kentucky due to coal mining and burning. These rural healthcare systems do not
get enough funding from the government, resulting in lower capacity and healthcare
means, which forces residents to travel longer distances to get the care they need. Health
insurance plays a large part - with the uninsured less likely to seek out care, obtain a
diagnostic test, or fill a prescription (Anderson et al., 2008). I mention this because the
economy is largely dependent on the wellbeing of the workforce. “The wealthiest countries
have proven to be also the healthiest because health affects many economic outcomes such
as higher productivity, higher labor supply, improved skill resulting from increased
education and training, and increased savings for investment in other endeavors (Anderson
et al., 2008, p. 326).” With an unhealthy workforce, the economy worsens due to the decline
in productivity, but this isn’t the only factor as to why the economies are poor in Eastern
Kentucky.
n recent decades, coal production is declining in the United States (Kentucky Energy
and Environment Cabinet Department for Energy Development and Independence,
(2017a). Eastern Kentucky coal is higher in sulfur than coal that is produced from the
western half of the United States, making western coal more attractive to coal companies as
it’s easier for them to comply with air quality laws (Deyette & Freese, 2010 & MACED,
2009). From this shift towards western coal, eastern coal companies are going bankrupt
and laying off workers and making coal dependent eastern states more reliant on coal from
outside their borders (Deyette & Freese, 2010).
As coal mines shut down, people living in these coal towns are losing their jobs in a
region where “incomes are lower, families are larger and the dependency ratio is greater
than the national average (Randall et al., 1978, p. 473).” As of 2015, 41 of the 353 United
States persistent poverty counties (meaning that more than 20% of the population lives in
poverty) are located in Kentucky, with the majority being located in Eastern Kentucky
(USDA, 2015). In late 2019, several coal companies located in Eastern Kentucky laid off all
their workers before Christmas - breaking laws regarding no warning notice and not
paying laid off workers for their hours (Caldwell, 2020). According to Randall et al. (1978)
and Misiolek and Noser (1982), between the local economy and the nearby coal companies,
the economic inefficiency brought from the coal companies is endemic - meaning that the
local economy takes in the negative economic aspects of coal mining. With coal companies
closing and/or moving away, the local economy takes the brunt of the negative side effects
of that closing (Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet Department for Energy
Development and Independence, (2017b). This is especially problematic as several Eastern
Kentucky counties are considered mining dependent (USDA, 2015).
In conclusion, environmental degradation, public health, and economic welfare are
three important threads that are negatively impacted by the presence of the coal industry
in Eastern Kentucky. The processes of coal production are destroying vital ecosystem
services while also negatively contributing to an economic system reliant on coal.
Researchers on this subject agree that the quality of the environment is directly connected
to the residents’ well being and, in relation, the local and regional economy, but these
researchers focus either on the costs of such a system (i.e. Randall et al. and Misiolek and
Noser) or explore the connectivity of these three threads. The researchers I have looked at
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don’t provide a solution to help those living in Eastern Kentucky, or more specifically, coal
country. If they do, they’re from nonprofit organizations or from a collection of small local
groups attempting to better their community where they work with the locals to bring
forth solutions that will positively impact their region. There is a gap within the research
dedicated to finding long term solutions, much less the implementation of such a solution.
This proposal attempts to fill that gap by putting an emphasis on finding solutions through
collaborations with the communities living in Eastern Kentucky and potentially working
towards implementation of a solution at a later stage.
Research Questions
My research questions are as follows:
1) How does coal production negatively impact Eastern Kentucky’s environment, public
health, and regional economy?
a) How do Perry County residents respond to these impacts?
2) What is the perspective of Perry County residents regarding coal and the future of coal
country?
a) What do residents think may be a solution?
3) How does Eastern Kentucky’s historical narrative shape the way residents view coal?
Study Area
This proposal, while applicable to all of coal country, will be collecting data from
Perry County, Kentucky - a southeastern coal county nestled within the Cumberland
Mountains. Perry County has a population of roughly 25,760 inhabitants (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2019) and is classified as both a coal reliant and persistent poverty county by the
United States Department of Agriculture.
Methods
Perry County was built on coal production as a source of income and pride, but coal
has become an outdated source of energy that has destroyed the environment, lowered the
quality of health for decades, and is devastating the local and regional economy. The largest
problem facing Perry County is that the local coal companies have laid off their workforce
and aren’t planning on reopening. The significance is that Perry County has a dependent
relationship with the coal industry and relies on coal jobs as a major source of revenue. The
presence of the coal industry is all encompassing in Perry County and since coal is
beginning to leave, the county needs a sustainable solution that will help stimulate the
economy, encourage the regrowth of the environment, and better the well being of its
residents.
I will use qualitative methods for this research which includes a narrative analysis,
interviews, and an autoethnographic approach to generate data. The use of a narrative
analysis approach focuses on the exploration and conceptualization of human experience
as represented in a textual format; the emphasis being the storied experience (Josselson,
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2010). Using a narrative analysis, I will view documents (i.e. memoirs, interviews,
transcripts, historical documents, articles) to contextualize and analyze the stories spoken
in the interviews that I will conduct in Spring 2021. The interviews will also seek to answer
how Perry County residents verbally respond to environmental, health, and economic
impacts and what the perspective of Perry County residents is regarding coal and the
future of coal country. In addition, the interviews will bring forth what locals feel might be
a good solution for their area. I will expand more on the interviews further down. I am also
going to use an autoethnographic approach - an approach that seeks to describe and
analyze “personal experience in order to understand cultural experience (Ellis, Adams &
Bochner, 2011).” I do this as I am a resident of Perry County, Kentucky and have personal
experience of what coal production looks and feels like. I place importance on the use of an
autoethnographic approach as Eastern Kentucky - even extending to the whole of central
Appalachia - is its own unique culture that one can’t truly understand unless one
experiences it. Appalachian culture is very family oriented and history is passed down
through oral communication. I didn’t grow up in Eastern Kentucky - already an outsider
within cultural values - but I have lived there and witnessed firsthand the relationship
between coal and residents of coal towns for approximately four years.
I am going into this research project with the assumption that coal is a politicized
topic - especially when mentioning climate change, global warming, or other similar
diction. This implies that there will be higher resistance amongst participants (which will
be mentioned below). I am also working with the assumption that the persistent poverty
and a lack of higher education (regionally speaking) will influence stances on coal and the
search for a better solution.
In order to answer my research question of public opinion, I will conduct a set of
individual interviews from people living in, or around, Perry County. My choice in
conducting interviews is inspired by one of the largest community solar energy projects in
Eastern Kentucky. A collaboration of local and regional businesses and organizations came
together to help Letcher County move towards solar energy (Fink, 2020). This group
interviewed locals, finding that many believed that coal is becoming a thing of the past
(Fink, 2020). While having a sample area that extends to the entirety of Eastern Kentucky
would be beneficial and ideal, 66 counties make up the region considered Eastern Kentucky
- too many counties for one researcher to focus on and with too little time. Out of all the
counties to pick from, I chose Perry County as I was a resident for a period of two years and
am more familiar with its people and coal’s presence. That being said, I will conduct
individual semi-structured interviews via the Zoom conferencing site (or other recording
conferencing sites - dependent on the participant) to best answer my research questions.
Distance is a factor that needs to be taken into consideration. I can not easily walk
up to a person and ask for an interview, which makes my connection to Perry County
important. I have contacts living in Perry County - making it easier for me to reach out and
conduct an interview. With each interview, I intend to ask whether the interviewee knows
someone who would be willing to participate - gathering information through snowball
sampling.
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With approval through IRB, interviews will take place from mid January to mid
March, 2021. Within this time frame, I'll have two months to conduct interviews. It would
be best to interview a large sample size of Perry County for the best results of public
opinion, but given the time and logistical limitations, I will conduct a minimum of 10 to 15
interviews. In case I am able to reach a larger number of people through snowball
sampling, this number may increase slightly. The length of these interviews will vary, but
an estimated time length would ideally be 30 minutes, but no more than an hour.
I will analyze the interviews - looking for similarities and differences between
background stories, opinions, and tangible solutions - and triangulate the information with
narrative pieces collected from the textual sources provided from the use of a narrative
analysis as well as my own personal experience of living in Perry County. Each response is
important and will add to the overall understanding of how the collective perceives coal
production and its future in Eastern Kentucky.
Research Timeline
Projected
Schedule

Activities/Tasks

Dec 1 to Dec 17

Submit IRB Application

Jan 19 to Jan 31

Wrap up needed IRB requirements. Reach out to contacts and begin
scheduling interviews.

Feb 1 to Feb 15

Interviews (min. 5)

Feb 16 to Feb 28

Interviews (min. 5)

Mar 1 to Mar 15

Finish interviews and start analysis. Being transcription of interviews.

Mar 16 to Mar 31

Continue working on required thesis sections. Continue transcription
of interviews.

Apr 1 Apr 19

Wrap up on transcription and thesis sections.

Apr 20

Assessment Day

Apr 21 to May 7

Finalize and turn in thesis.
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Professional Writing
2nd Place:
Chido Shamuyarira, “Company Review: Kidz in
Tech Zimbabwe”

Abstract
Kidz in Tech Zimbabwe (KTZ) is a programming and robotics company. The
following review will focus on the SWOT Analysis, Scorecard, and People within the
organization, and Vision/Traction Organizer. It will further highlight the core
competency process within the organization and some issues that the business is
currently facing. Through information gathered through meetings in relation to
K.T.Z, it is a start-up currently growing and is facing challenges especially as far as
human resources is concerned. As a technology company located in Zimbabwe it
faces challenges due to the limited advancement that exist due to low income
levels prevailing among the community.
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Has been in existence for 3 years
Reached 6 schools in Bulawayo, Harare - 80 students in Highfields Harare
Fundraised from students studying in the US then offered services to
children’s homes
In Ghana, taught 10 students for 2 days (quite impactful)
2019 semi-finalist for social venture program
SWOT Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

❏ Known as a programming and robotics
company

❏ Affordability problems considering
current income levels US$8 the lowest price

❏ Excellent customer care services and
environment for innovation in tech
provision

❏ Location is not ideal as not a heavily
trafficked area to attract customers as they
pass by- accessibility problems

❏ Offer practical education, problem
solving, critical thinking, support
throughout the course of the program

❏ Need to market the firm more to increase
its popularity

❏ Customers appreciate the opportunity to
bring ideas to life
❏ Low competition because the market is
too big, have a bigger market share, offices
easily reachable, offer valuable services

❏ There is need to build trust with
customers again especially top tier schools
❏ Need to diversify service portfolio
❏ Delegation problems when passing
responsibilities to employees

❏ Employees practice professionalism ( one
❏ Understaffed
of the core values), strong customer care, a
research and feedback system
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❏ Strong ethic values as compared to
competitors as these firms do students’
projects with the aim to accumulate money

❏ Space problems, capital shortage
❏ Cash flow problems not selling as much
kits
❏ Dependent on another company Netro
Zimbabwe

Opportunities

Threats

❏ DIY kits for individuals to do projects at
home

❏ Competitors -(Kimtronic Kidz, Junior
Institution of Coders and Engineers)

❏ Perform in person classes with a capacity
of 2 individuals at a time due to COVID
restrictions but more supplemented by

❏ High costs- (internet, payroll, rent,

renting out space

❏ Employees not happy with the payment
hence can easily go to competitors

❏ Teach ICT computing for example how to
use Microsoft Word which is not part of the
curriculum but can easily be added to the
services portfolio

transport, food, stock, airtime)

❏ Pandemic led to movement restrictions,
delivery disruptions, low revenue levels

Observations and Recommendations
For Kidz in Tech Zimbabwe to continue growing it is important to focus on
maintaining the strengths that it currently have for example ethic values by
continuing to instill these in the organization by training, sharing the company’s
vision with stakeholders and recruiting individuals who share the same goal. There
is need to focus on recruitment and incremental sales will eliminate most of the
problems being faced by the company as there will be increase in income.
External Analysis
1) Political/Legal
 Registering fees ($70)
 Needs a letter from the ministry authorizing the company to visit schools
 The application to register the company is designed in a way that sets people up
for failure
 Acquire the Procurement Regulatory Authority of Zimbabwe (PRAZ) document
which took 7 months to receive a document which takes one week to receive
 Slow processing from the government
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 There is need to hire professional accountant to process papers to authorities
2) Economic
 No competition from online resources due to an economy with limited
internet availability and usage
 Need to pay taxes- 10% payee tax, 15% income tax
 Not affected by inflation because the business uses $US dollar
 People’s income patterns are affected by the economy leading to
limitation in the access to resources
3) Social
 Target market is made up of students of ages 5-19 and teachers
 Transitioned from targeting underprivileged kids to upper and middle class
 Prioritizing offering the business’ services to teachers (new market) to increase
customer coverage and work against bureaucracy in the education system.
Teaching teachers = more impact
 The population served is increasing, so is the number of individuals aware of the
business
 Local attitudes- people are not ready for the service considering their income
levels, technology access, they are not viewing the service as a priority
 Led to the business focusing on upper and middle class individuals as the
underprivileged cannot afford and families have worse issues to take care of
such as providing food
4) Technological
 Need for strong internet especially in rural areas
 The need for social media presence and relevance is increasing
 Need capital income to finance acquisition of LEGO kits for better robotics
lessons
 Promote sale of kits which allow kids to do projects at home
Competitor Environment






Threat of new entrants
o The capital requirement for the business is relatively high considering the need
to get devices, rent requirements
o Considerable flexibility as far as price setting is concerned
o Low switching costs
o Expensive to rent out facilities
o There is need for high specialist knowledge and skills to teach kids coding
Power of buyers
o High buyer power due to low switching costs
o The revenue is generated from the purchases of the buyers
Threat of product substitutes
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o Product by Kidz in tech are differentiated, although there are low switching
costs, there is little threat to the business from competitors
Intensity of rivalry among competitors
o Low due to the industry continuously growing
o There are low exit barriers hence competitors can easily leave
o Few companies in the market
o Provides unique service with create customer service enhancing customer
loyalty

Industry Environment (Industry Life Cycle)
Kidz in Tech Zimbabwe can be considered a start-up (the introduction stage) considering it
is in an industry which is recently starting to be established and growing in Zimbabwe. The
competition is low and the barriers to entry are mainly attributed to skills and knowledge
of the stakeholders of the business.
Observations and Recommendations
The legal and social environment have great impact on the operations of KTZ and the main
reason for this is the technology divide. The community and government do not prioritize
programming and robotics as much due to the existence of limited advancement. For the
business to grow there is need to target influential schools and individuals to increase
popular
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Observations and Recommendations
The 10-year target goals for Kidz in Tech Zimbabwe lack specificity and measurability
hence one recommendation will be making them more clear and easy to trace and set up
milestones which work as evidence when they are achieved. For example having a number
for countries that the company aims to be present in 10 years from now.

Observations and Recommendations
The company usually establishes its goals at the end of the year and I recommend the
management team to start considering the need to establish goals each quarter for the
coming year as it will help in terms of planning.
People Components
For this section, there is analysis of the people within the organization, tracking their
progress in their tasks and assessing if they are actually in the right seats.
1. Accountability Chart
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Observations and Recommendations
The organization faces high employee turnover due to the employment of interns which
are more temporary workers. It is helpful for the business to start thinking of expanding its
departments and considering the ideal accountability chart that will be ideal for its growth
in 3 years.
2. GWC (Get it, Want it, Capacity) component
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3. People Analyzer
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Observations and Recommendations
As per analysis individuals in the organization seem to be in the right seats and individuals
are aware of the business’ core values. But there is need to promote Peter the current Sales
Head to be the Head administrator, because he has proven to be committed to the
organization and his organizational skills can be of best use in that particular position. The
main problem with the organizational structure is the lack of permanency of employees
because most of the individuals who work in the organization are interns and there is need
to continuously hire, and train people.
The company is still growing for example it is currently trying to bring on board more sales
agents and marketing personnel to advertise its services and products.
Proposed Ideas to improve the employment situation


Adding the core values as part of the monthly/annual employee evaluations
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Creation of videos, forms, lists of procedures on specific job positions and as an
introduction to the company as a whole to reduce time spent training new recruits
Creation of a plan around the give-back program ( a program focused on fundraising
with aim to raise enough funds to cover costs associated with providing services to
marginalized communities with services at no cost) assessing number of employees
needed, capital, etc.
Establishment of weekly follow-up meetings with head of departments to increase
accountability and efficiency.
Scorecard

It is used to track progress, and can be a valuable tool if implemented well.

Observations and Recommendations
Tracking these goals will help the business to stay focused and easily identify its growth
and construct goals in the future. For example if the firm identifies it is surpassing the $1,
000 per week that indicates in establishing goals in the future it can have a higher sales
target.
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Issues Identification and Resolutions


The establishment of a proper feedback system

The company is having challenges when trying to complete the documents and content
needed to operate at full speed for example the website being put up so customers can
access their resources online. During the discussion we noticed that there is need to
establish a system that checks on individuals regularly so hat work is being done and
deadlines are being met. The main problem was that the CEO feels overwhelmed and is
currently in the process of hiring a manager that can help out and monitor the system.


Reaching a point where the business can afford to keep permanent employees

The business is still trying to raise enough capital to be well established and that has given
rise to an issue that it cannot as of yet maintain and offer enough for someone to be a
permanent employee. Thorough discussions we came to a conclusion that it is necessary to
work towards hitting the sales targets to achieve more earnings and increase the
employment security of the positions and have contracts with these individuals.


Training new employees

The process takes a long time since it is done by the CEO himself hence the problem is the
lack of training content to reduce time needed to be allocated for that and more
implementation of on-job training which if done well can encourage the employees to be
more initiative and feel empowered and trusted.
Observation and Recommendations
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The main problem in the organization is around human resources as to how individuals are
hired and the inconsistency of their presence in the organization since most of them are
interns and not permanent employees. The tracking of company’s progress through the
scorecard is a new concept and the decision to include it as part of evaluations done by
employees will help keep the firm focused on its purpose and uniques.
Marketing Process
This is a core competency process. KTZ is able to do undertake marketing in a way that has
allowed it to grow and build its customer base.

In terms of process improvement the company can focus more in developing its human
resources department by incorporating the following tentative process.
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Human Resources Process

Observations and Recommendations
There is need for a robust hiring system that saves time and development of resources such
as training videos which can be used to introduce an individual to the business’ culture,
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values and what the position entails. Since the jobs are mostly on-job training having an
effective hand over take over system will allow a smoother transition of operations and
reduce pressure on the CEO.
Overall Recommendations
1. Consider incorporating the Tuckman's stages of group development. It explains how
groups who work together and the process they go through to be highly efficient. For Kidz
in Tech Zimbabwe it will be helpful to know these stages to ensure the company is having
healthy conflict and helps to define leadership duties as well.

2. For Kidz in Tech Zimbabwe to continue growing it is important to focus on maintaining
the strengths that it currently have for example ethic values by continuing to instill these in
the organization by training, sharing the company’s vision with stakeholders and recruiting
individuals who share the same goal. There is need to focus on recruitment and
incremental of sales will eliminate most of the problems being faced by the company as
there will be increase in income.
3. The 10-year target goals for Kidz in Tech Zimbabwe are not specific and measurable
hence one recommendation will be making them more clear and easy to trace and set up
milestones which work as evidence when they are achieved.
4. Adding the core values as part of the monthly/annual employee evaluations
5. Creation of videos, forms, lists of procedures on specific job positions and as an
introduction to the company as a whole to reduce time spent training new recruits
6. Creation of a plan around the give-back program ( a program focused on fundraising
with aim to raise enough funds to cover costs associated with providing services to
marginalized communities with services at no cost) assessing number of employees
needed, capital, etc.
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7. Establishment of weekly follow-up meetings with head of departments to increase
accountability and efficiency
8. The tracking of company’s progress through the scorecard is a new concept and the
decision to include it as part of evaluations done by employees will help keep the firm
focused on its purpose and uniques
9. There is need for a robust hiring system that saves time and development of resources
such as training videos which can be used to introduce an individual to the business’
culture, values and what the position entails. Since the jobs are mostly on-job training
having an effective hand over take over system will allow a smoother transition of
operations and reduce pressure on the CEO.
Conclusion
Considering when the business started there has been tremendous growth and
improvements exhibit the incorporation of company reviews, and being able to acquire
agents and partnerships with different schools and businesses which has added to the
business’ success story. The continuous review of the business strategy and establishment
of SMART goals will enhance the expansion of Kidz in Tech Zimbabwe.
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Professional Writing
1st Place:
Julia Gooch, “Project 1: Common Genres of
Professional Communication”
Email
To:
Cc:
Bcc:
Subject:

Jill S
Donna D.
Incorrect Banking Info - Account #xxxxx

Hi Jill,
This is to let you know that the routing number on Mr. Jones’ bank account is for an ACH
transaction and is, therefore, incorrect. As we will be wiring his funds to him, the wire
instructions should be changed to reflect a wire transaction. His correct routing number
should be 123456789.
Thank you,
Transfer Agent
Colorado BondShares | 1200 17th St Ste 850 | Denver CO 80202
e: xxx@yyy.com | p: 111-222-3333| f: 303-572-6995
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Memo
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Mutual Funds Operations Department
Transfer Agent( xx)
September 10, 2020
Maternity Leave

Fred,
I will be taking a 12-week maternity leave in mid to late October. My due date is October
22, 2020, and I will be taking time off according to when my daughter is born.
Because of this, I have hired and trained someone to take on my tasks during the time I am
gone. As my replacement, Peter will handle all new and existing transfers from our branch
to Kansas City. Peter has worked as a Transfer Agent in other companies around the world,
including Hong Kong, Tokyo, and Vancouver.
If you have any questions or concerns, I will be available while I am on leave as well. Please
give me 24 hours to respond via email or phone.
Thank you for your time.
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Letter
September 10, 2020
Kristen Waters
1700 E. Louisiana Ave.
Denver, CO 80210
Dear Shareholders,
I am going to make some sense for you of the events that have occurred during this semiannual period, just ended March 31, 2020. Things in the economy were going so well that
investors had become desensitized to the elements of risk. We then experienced some high
risk situations. At first the credit markets became concerned because the price of oil
reached such low levels that many of the corporate entities who had borrowed money
would not be able to repay their loans. On the heels of the oil route, the news of the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) became increasingly concerning as markets worried about the
unfathomable effects of a pandemic.
Having said all that, what are the effects on Colorado BondShares? During the “Pandemic
Madness” our share price dropped by 71 cents a share, the most in our history. So far we
have recovered more than half of the original amount and prospects are good that we will
recover the balance, but it is difficult to say how long that will take.
Important points to remember; even though the markdown was sudden and substantial, it
was generally less than many of our competitors due to our shorter maturities and high
cash balances. Further, we do not own any bonds issued by cities, towns, counties, or
states. So, what do we own? Mostly non-rated bonds therefore there is no risk of a ratings
downgrade. We own a significant amount of cash in addition to charter schools who are
assured of their revenue a year in advance which is not reduced even if they are not in
session due to a pandemic.
I never thought I would see the day when you could walk into a financial institution with a
mask on and ask for money without raising alarm. Allow me to express my humble
appreciation for your continued support and trust in Colorado BondShares
If you have any questions or concerns, do not hesitate to call our office: 303-572-6990
Sincerely,

Fred
Fred K.
President
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Encl: Semi-Annual Report (March 31, 2020)
Supporting Document
Professional Setting:
For this project, I decided to use my past experience working as an intern at a
mutual fund company called Colorado BondShares. Colorado BondShares is a simple
website where you can get all of the material that is registered with the SEC (Security
Exchange Commission). The SEC “protects investors, maintains fair, orderly, and efficient
markets, and facilitates capital formation” (Other, 2013) This company was founded and
managed by Fred K., you may have noticed his presence in my documents. The business
itself manages over a billion dollars, which was reached in 2016. The company works with
many different states, but mainly focuses on Colorado (hence the name). Although the
company may seem huge, it has 7 employees, some of who I mentioned in the above
documents.
As you may have noticed, I only included people’s first name and last initial. This is
because I used the people in the actual office, and deemed it unnecessary for the reader to
know the full names. This is for the privacy of my ex-coworkers. The company does a lot to
keep the information of the clients and employees secure. For example, you’ll notice in my
email that I included the person’s routing number. Although this is public information for
anyone, we still have strong firewalls and proxies that allow us to mention sensitive
information over email. For my peer review, both people said to include a fake last name,
and I decided that I didn’t want to change what I had written, and kept the names of my
coworkers as first name and last initial.
Rhetorical Situation:




Email - The email I wrote was from myself, acting as a transfer agent at the
company, and writing to Jill S., who is the fund accountant. I also carbon copied
Donna D. because she is the bookkeeper. Although Jill is the only one who requires
this information, Donna should get a copy because this is personal account
information, two employees must check accuracy. One employee sets up the
transaction, and the other approves of the transaction. As this is about a secure
financial transaction, two sets of eyes must proof the document. The purpose of this
letter is to inform the recipients of an error in banking information. This
communication was prompted by the shareholder not being able to receive his
money, if he were to sell his shares. The bank information is what the company uses
to send and receive money from clients who want to buy or sell shares; which in
turn adds to their investment overall. The email indicated that the routing number
to the bank was incorrect, and was therefore fixed
Memo - In reality, the company does not practice using memos, so this one I got to
“play” with and make it my own. As the author, I contacted the operations
department to let them know of upcoming changes. In this case, they were informed
of my scheduled absence, and made aware of a new employee who would take my
place. This memo was used to inform. I decided to include real world scenarios into
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this project, so I found it suiting to have my pregnancy prompt the situation of this
communication.
Letter - This letter was written from the president/CEO of the company. At
Colorado BondShares, letters to specific shareholders contain very specific and
private information, so I decided to use a scenario that would benefit all
shareholders. Fred, the author, wrote this letter to discuss the semi-annual report
of the company. This gives the shareholders some insights into what their
investment is doing within the economy. I decided to incorporate the eventfulness
that has been 2020, and make the letter more situational based. Because of this, I
would say the letter is semi-formal, but mostly formal due to the information being
received by the audience. This is a letter that is sent out twice a year, so that is the
situation that prompted communication.

Composing Decisions:






Email - The email between coworkers wasn’t 100% formal. Because there are less
than 10 people managing the entire company, they have gotten to know each other,
and don’t need to use formality in emails. However, because the transaction
requires action, the email warrants formality. The organization of this email was
simple and to the point.
Memo - This memo was written to an entire department. Because of this I used very
formal tone, and precise information. The content only contained facts, not opinions
- this memo did not contain rhetoric. The body of this memo was broken down into
subjects.
Letter - This letter was written from the perspective of the CEO of the company, and
written to all shareholders. Because the interaction between Fred and each client is
more of an acquaintance level, the letter took on a semi-formal approach. This
genre included rhetoric because there needed to be sympathy along with support
during this pandemic.

Reflection:
I think this project was really fun and a great way for me to learn more about the
company I had interned for. I got to do a lot of research into past documents, “interview”
some employees to know what their tone would be in a document, as well as get to
incorporate my own ideas into the business. I honestly think the most challenging part of
this project was writing the documents in the tone of who would write it. I found structure
to be quite easy given we had a reference to work with. Also thankfully this company
already had a letterhead that I didn’t not have to create. Overall, I really enjoyed this
project, and am excited to see how I did!
References:
Other. (2013, June 10). Retrieved September 15, 2020, from
https://www.sec.gov/Article/whatwedo.html
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Creative Writing
2nd Place:
Eden Weatherall, “The Ones You Never Knew: A
Story About Extinction”
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Creative Writing
1st Place:
Cheyenne Main, “Divorce”
Years ago it stood,
Hollow tube, spine of grey metal,
Fabric rib cage striped in every color,
Pelvis sunk into the wooden desk,
Its tail of wire curled down the edge.
Its orange light pours
Across my page and pools on the floor.
While I meet its gaze, it creases and folds,
Whispers to me the haunting of memory
So feint, a dream wavering on the edge of consciousness.
Crying, screaming, shaking, buried deep.
And in the center of the light I see my mother,
A broken silhouette,
Gripping all the jagged pieces.
She says the word every kid dreads,
But I wished for on stars and stray eyelashes
Like others wish for money or love.
Now the lamp sits, an anchor,
A skeleton crumbling in the corner of the room,
Tethered and watching as the world moves on.
I flip the light off.
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Writing in Foreign
Languages - English
1st Place:
Sara Graña, “Project 1: The Analysis Paper”
Information can be given in many diverse ways. These can be in different genres,
modalities, and rhetoric, what influences the audience of the text and whether the author
will communicate effectively or not. For project 1, I will analyze two different texts and the
ways in which each presents the information for their own audience.
The first text is the scholarly article “Happiness around the world: A combined eticemic approach across 63 countries” written by Gwendolyn Gardiner, Daniel Lee, Erica
Baranski, and David Funder. PLoS ONE, 2020. Throughout this Academic article, the
authors present two different studies made to measure happiness in 63 different
countries. They discuss the results of both studies to compare how these measure
happiness and their accuracy.
The second text I will use for this project is the South American region infographic
found in the online article “Visualizing the Happiest Country on Every Continent” by Iman
Ghosh. This infographic informs about happiness levels in South American countries, by
displaying this region’s map. The image indicates a happiness level number for each
country, highlighting the lowest, highest and average number in this region.
Although both the scholarly article and the infographic tackle statistics of
happiness within countries, the texts express these facts in different ways. They do this by
using different genres, modalities, and rhetoric, and so reaching different audiences;
helping the scholarly article to be professional and the infographic to be more casual.
To begin, this topic of happiness throughout countries is communicated diversely
in the two texts by using a different genre. In the scholarly article, the genre can be
classified as expository or academic writing reaching to a highly educated audience. To be
specific, the scholarly article has complex vocabulary and a text length of 20 pages that
characterizes it as academic writing. In contrast, the infographic is a completely different
genre that reaches a more public audience not as educated as the one for the scholarly
article. Looking at the infographic, it is clear how images are incorporated, for example, the
small flags of Chile and Venezuela to represent these countries, and the geographic map of
South America (Ghosh). At the same time there are small portions of text to explain the
result in some countries which would grab interest for the general public.
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This infographic can be easily readable for a more general public and gives
straightforward information. However, it is not the same for the scholarly article which is a
long text that requires more time and in depth reading. For example, while the authors in
the scholarly article analyze how the IHS asks if individuals have "any concerns or
anxieties, with the absence of negative affect indicating greater well-being” (Gwendolyn et
al. 2), the author in the infographic mentions that Venezuela is “Least happy + least
improved” country globally (Ghosh). This is an example of the difference in the texts’ level
of complexity and focus, which corresponds to each texts’ genres. The article analyzes
details about how participants were surveyed, while the infographic wants to give the most
relevant information results.
Another way in which both texts communicate differently is by use of modalities.
The scholarly article makes total use of verbal modality, while the infographic uses visual
and verbal modality. Looking at the infographic, it is clear how the author incorporates
images such as the small flags of Chile and Venezuela to represent these countries, and the
geographic map of South America (Ghosh). At the same time there are small portions of
text to explain the result in some countries which would grab interest to the general
public. The article does not include any visual representations to its main point to the
audience, which impacts its effectiveness. For instance, in a portion of the infographic it is
stated that Ecuador is the most improved country regarding happiness statistics (Ghosh).
For this, the author makes use of words (verbal modality) but also through the icon of an
arrow of increase (Visual modality).
Lastly, the use of rhetoric also differs so that both texts capture their each intended
audience. The academic article is mostly using logos and ethos, which characterizes this
type of genre. Throughout the text, the author provides the results of the studies being
analyzed, and carefully compares the methodologies of each. Therefore, the authors of
“Happiness around the world: A combined etic-emic approach across 63 countries.” make
use of reasoning to prove their point and persuade the audience with credibility.
For example, as the author states “We first estimated the total reliability of the
happiness measures using McDonald's [[45]] omega total (ωt). This metric is similar to
Cronbach's alpha, and can be interpreted along the same scale, but provides a better
estimate of reliability [[39]]. Both the SHS and the IHS had identical average total common
variance across countries” (Gwendolyn et al. 7). By saying this, the authors establish their
credibility. This means that they calculated they reliability of both studies SHS and IHS to
prove which one was the most trustworthy. By mentioning that they used McDonald’s
omega total metric because it provides a better estimate of reliability, they make the
audience know that their analysis on these two studies is strong and accurate. Therefore,
this is a clear example of ethos and logos approach in the article.
When it comes to the infographic of South America, there is a different use of
rhetoric. Logos and ethos are barely used. Just by looking at the infographic, there is no
author or site listed, which is not persuasive and might result in the audience thinking that
the infographic is not reliable. However, there is a slight use of pathos in the description of
Venezuela’s rank. The author states that this is the least happy country of the region, and
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that due to a bad economic and political crisis this country has been in the bottom of two
lists (Iman Ghosh, South America infographic). It also includes a sad face visually, what
brings awareness to the audience of the actual situation of Venezuela and why it is among
the least happy countries globally. Happiness is something every human aspires to, and the
fact that the opportunity to do it in this country is very difficult, will produce feelings of
compassion in the audience. The use of pathos also contributes to the infographic’s
different audience, that will more likely be less educated.
In conclusion, the genre, modality, and rhetoric choice in each text makes the scholarly
article and the infographic reach different audiences even though they are both sharing
information related to happiness studies by country. Their different genres reach different
audiences; the scholarly article will more likely be read by highly educated people involved
in social science, while the infographic reaches a less educated audience. The modality in
each text also contributes to this, being that the visual and verbal modalities included in the
infographic is more appealing not and easier to consume compared to the scholarly article.
In summary both texts tackle same topics in diverse ways in order to reach a different
audience.
Works Cited
Gardiner, Gwendolyn. Lee, Daniel. Baranski, Erica. Funder, David. “Happiness around the
world: A combined etic-emic approach across 63 countries.” PLoS ONE, 2020.
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Reflection
For this project I used the scholarly article “Happiness around the world: A combined
etic-emic approach across 63 countries” written by Gwendolyn Gardiner, Daniel Lee, Erica
Baranski, and David Funder. PLoS ONE, 2020. My second text was the South American
infographic found in the article “Visualizing the Happiest Country on Every Continent” by
Iman Ghosh. I located the scholarly article in the data base Ebsco through the Cottey
library, and the infographic through online search on Google. I chose this specific article
because it shares relevant information, for example how happiness levels change
throughout countries. The infographic shares happiness levels in the region from where I
come from, which some way connected with me. I chose an infographic as a second text
because of their multimodality approach and specific audience.
My main argument about these two texts is "Although both the scholarly article and
the infographic tackle Happiness statistics through countries, the texts express these facts
in a quite different way. They do this by using different genres, modalities, and rhetoric,
and so reaching a different kind of audience.”
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I believe I was more successful at identifying my argument and my points on how
rhetoric, genre and audience differ in both texts. It is easier for me to see the bigger picture
when comparing both texts. I think it is more complicated to focus on the small details that
the authors have in their texts. The most challenging component of this project for me was
to is to properly explain each point through evidence and structure for the paper to
smoothly transition from one point to other.
I would recommend starting early by reading the texts chosen, and then take notes
on the possible points and arguments to include in the paper. After the first draft, it is good
to revise again and again, and going further on detail based on the peer reviews.
For the next project I will incorporate these ideas, by planning the project early,
mapping ideas, and reading the materials as much as needed.
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Writing in Foreign
Languages - Spanish
1st Place:
Erica Little, “La Disputa en Torno a los Médicos
Cubanos y su Impacto en la Respuesta a COVID
en América Latina”
Los médicos de Cuba son famosos alrededor del mundo, como el programa médico
de Cuba tiene una larga trayectoria en el envío de asistencia médica al exterior. Han
recibido elogios internacionales por su ayuda después del terremoto de Haití de 2010 y
durante la crisis del ébola en África Occidental en 2014 (Nugent, 2018). Sin embargo, el
programa no está exento de controversias, y la Corte Penal Internacional y el Consejo de
Derechos Humanos de la ONU están investigando violaciones de derechos humanos contra
médicos cubanos por parte de su propio gobierno—por “esclavitud y corrupción”
(Dinatale, 2020). “Lo que están haciendo estos médicos es heroico,” dijo José Miguel
Vivanco, director para las Américas de Human Rights Watch. “Pero la forma en que el
[gobierno] cubano los trata es vergonzoso, se atribuye el mérito de sus buenas acciones
mientras se embolsa la mayor parte de sus ganancias, les niega las libertades básicas de
expresión y movimiento y los mantiene a ellos y a sus familias en Cuba en una situación de
coacción perpetua” (Faiola & Brown, 2020). Según un informe de la ONU, “muchos médicos
cubanos que trabajan en el exterior estarían expuestos a condiciones de trabajo y de vida
explotadoras, pagos salariales inadecuados[;]…además, muchos de estos
profesionales estarían sometidos a presiones y a seguimiento por parte del Gobierno de
Cuba [como la retención de sus pasaportes (ibídem)]” (Dinatale 2020). Mientras tanto, el
arrendamiento de médicos a países extranjeros le aporta al gobierno cubano unos $11 mil
millones cada año (Nugent, 2018).
Como resultado de esta situación, algunos países latinoamericanos han despedido a
los médicos cubanos y se han retirado de su programa médico (Faiola & Brown, 2020),
pero esto ha complicado su respuesta a la pandemia COVID-19 y muchos ahora piden el
regreso de los médicos cubanos debido al aumento de los casos del virus y las tasas de
mortalidad (ibídem; Rodríguez, 2020). Se proyectaba que las estadísticas empeorarían
con el tiempo (Tharoor, 2020); y, hasta el 22 de septiembre, la región latinoamericana ha
reportado más de 8.8. millones de casos y 325.000 muertes por COVID-19 (Horton, 2020).
“Cuando se fueron, no había especialistas que los reemplazaran,” dijo Ricardo Ramírez,
médico retirado de la ciudad de Guayaquil, la más afectada en Ecuador, y jefe de una
Comisión Regional Anticorrupción. “Es un factor importante por el que no podemos
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ofrecer una respuesta adecuada al virus ahora” (Faiola & Brown, 2020). Una ex
funcionaria de salud de Bolivia, María Bolivia Rothe, también reflexionó que: “si la brigada
médica cubana todavía estuviera en Bolivia, habría mejor manejo del coronavirus”
(ibídem).
¿Entonces, cómo conciliar los problemas de derechos humanos de los médicos
cubanos con la necesidad de atención médica en América Latina durante esta crisis de
salud? Es interesante notar que “[muchos de] los médicos locales…ven a los cubanos
como una forma de que las autoridades locales eviten abordar problemas fundamentales
y la escasez de los sistemas de salud nacionales” (Nugent, 2018). El hecho de que
sintamos la necesidad de cuestionar la ética del uso de labor explotado apunta a un
problema mayor y debe resultar en una reforma antes de que se pierdan más vidas. Para
ampliar sus propias capacidades médicas, Brasil ha intensificado sus esfuerzos para
contratar médicos y personal, entre nacionales brasileños, pero también entre los 2.000
médicos cubanos que desertaron de Cuba cuando terminaron sus contratos (Faiola &
Brown, 2020; Nugent, 2018). Quizás este sea un primer paso para resolver este problema
terrible.
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